The following errata correct errors in *Forbidden Power*. The errata are updated regularly; when changes are made any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in magenta. Where the date has a note, e.g. 'Regional update', this means it has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation issue or other minor correction.

**Page 70 – Battle Traits, Invigorating Aura**  
Change the rules text to:
’Gravesites have the following ability:

At the start of your hero phase, pick 1 friendly **Summonable** unit within 9” of this gravesite (see ‘The Unquiet Dead’). You can either heal D3 wounds that have been allocated to models in that unit or, if no wounds are currently allocated to any models in the unit, you can return a number of slain models to the unit that have a combined Wounds characteristics equal to or less than the roll of a D3.’

**Warscroll Card** – Lauchon the Soulseeker, Soul Price  
Add the following:
‘The unit you set up cannot move in the following movement phase.’

**Warscroll Card** – Soulscream Bridge, Nightmarish Construct  
Change the rules text to:
‘Subtract 1 from the Bravery characteristic of units while they are within 6” of a Soulscream Bridge model. This ability has no effect on **Death** units.’